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Read the following text about After School carefully, and then in your ANSWER
BOOKLET and answer all the questions that follow
In England, almost 50% of school leavers go on to higher education. The figure has not always
been as high as this. Twenty years ago, it was closer to 30%, and thirty years before, it was only
about 5%. Another huge change has been financial. Before 1998 CE, higher education in the UK
was completely free for UK citizens. Since then, tuition fees have been introduced. Most students
borrow this money from the government. They don't have to repay it immediately. Instead, they
pay it back slowly out of future earnings.
Despite the high cost, most students choose to study away from home. A recent survey of 17,000
students revealed that only 7% wanted to stay at home while they studied for their degree.
Of course for most young people, living away from home means borrowing even more money
from the government.why don’t students choose to avoid debt by staying at home,where they
don't have to pay rent? Most of them say that they want to move to the University their Choice,
rather than the nearest one. Another strong motive is the desire to live in a new culture.
Where do these students live
Many have rooms in halls of residence, especially in their first year; others rent flats or houses.
a lucky minority live in property that their parents have bought for them. Most of them need
to learn to cook, do their own washing and manage their time and money.

Question Number One: (21 points)
A. 1. According to the text, there are two huge changes which occur in England .
Write down these two huge changes
2.The writer mention two reasons that make students choose to study away from home.
Write down two reasons
3.Students live in property that their parents have bought for them and most of them need
to do some activities/tasks .Write down three of these activities
4. Quote a sentence which indicates that student don't have to pay the government at once
5. Find a word in the text which means "reason of doing something".
6. What does the underlined pronoun "it" refer to ?
7. The writer states that it is expected that students who choose to study away from home
will face many difficulties, suggest three tips to make studying abroad less challenging .

B. Literature spot : (3 point)
Read the following from Green cornfield carefully ,then answer the question below
The earth was green , the sky was blue
I saw and heard one sunny morn
A skylark hang between the two
A singing speck above the corn'
1) Describe the rhyme scheme of these lines .
2) Is a speak something big or small ?
3) What are the two that a skylark hang ?
Question Number Two

(17 points)

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each the
following sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (8 points)
enroll

, get over, references , came about , surveyor

1. I wanted to become a lawyer ,so I need to …………….…… in faculty of law.
2. Before starting building , you need to a ……………... to determine the distance
3. Most employers need to be given at least two ……….. from your previous job.
4. It took a long time to …………….. illness .I couldn’t go to school all that time.
B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. Write the
answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
( 3 points)
Rana has spent her childhood in a remote village near the borders .
Replace the underlined words with the suitable phrasal verb .
C. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following (6 points)
1. The Jordan……………………...…industry has grown rapidly and it has a big contribution.
( pharmacy , pharmaceutical , pharmaceutically )
2. If you want to understand Jordanian well, you should…………………….….in their society.
( immersion , immersed , immersive , immerse )
3. Do you know when children begin to acquire ……………………..…………………… skills ?
( linguist , linguistic , linguistically )

.

Question Number Three: (12 points)
A. Correct the words between brackets then write your answer down in your(6points)
1. An introductory grammar of Jordanian sign language ………...……..in 2004. (publish).
2. Plants die if they …………………………………. enough sunlight. (not , get)
3. The owner of our favorite restaurant has made no offers so far,………..? ( have)

B. Complete each of the following sentences so that the new item has a similar meaning
to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (6 points)
1. Has the organisation for Economic Co-operation supported the project?
Do you know…………………………………………..………………..……..
2. There's less information on the website than there is in the books
There ………………………………………………………………………….
3. Building new schools in Amman was said to improve our country
The government said that …………………….………………………..…………………
Question Number Four : ( 10 points )
Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . ( 10 points )
1.Would you like to work ……………. a teacher in a big school ?
( into , on , at . as )
2. Jordan needs to import a lot of oil . If only it …………. Larger oil reserves
( has ,
had , had had
)
3. I'll tell you what I understand by the term , …………………… ?
( won't I , shall we , shall I , will I )
4. Fatima pointed ………………….…. out to us and introduced us to her.
( she , her , him , them )
5. We have to go to school ……………….……….. we're tired
( as long as , when , unless , even if )

Question Number Five :
A. EDITING:

(15 point)

(4 points)

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following lines
that have four mistakes (one grammar mistakes , one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and correct
them. Write the correct answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
It has been prove that multelingual people are able to switch between two system of
speech, writing and structure quite easily?They are also able to switch easily between
completely different task. One experiment required participants to operate a driving
semulator while carrying out separate tasks at the same time .

B. GUIDED WRITING:

(4 points)

Analyses the chart of Exports from the EU to Jordan and write two sentences depending on given information
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C. FREE WRITING

machinery

food

(7 points)

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, Write a composition of about 120 words on ONE
of the following
.:
1. Nowadays it is necessary to study at least one foreign language. Write an essay
mentioning the best ways to learn a foreign language and benefits of knowing
more than one language .
2. Write a letter to your friend telling him about the university you want to join ,
mentioning the subject you want to study and describing the courses, and facilities
you prefer to have. Your name is Ali Ahmad.Your address is P.O546,Amman
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Question Number One ( 21 points )
اجابات النموذج االول
A. 1. 1. 50% of school leavers go on to higher education 2. Another huge has been financial
2. 1.they want to move to the university from their choice, rather than the nearest one
2.Another strong motive is the desire to live in a new culture
3.1- they learn to cook 2- do their own washing
3- manage their time and money
4. They don’t have to repay it immediately .Instead ,they pay it back slowly out of future earnings.
5. motive
6. The percentage of school leavers go on to higher education
7. open answer
B. 1 The rhyme scheme is ( A B A B )
2. Small
3. The earth and sky
Question Number two ( 17 points )
A. 1. enroll
2. Surveyor
3. references
4. get over
B. grow up
C. 1. pharmaceutical
2. immerse
3. Linguistic
Question Number Three ( 12 points )
A. 1. was published
2. don't get
3. hasn't he
B. 1. If the organization for Economic Co-operation has supported the project ?
2. isn't as much information on website as in the books .
3. Building new schools in Amman improves our country
Question Number Four ( 10 points )
C. 1. as
2. had
3. Shall I

4. her

5. even if

Question Number Five (15 points)
A. Grammar(proved) spelling ( multilingual / simulator)

punctuation(easily. They)

B. In this chart , I am going to analyze Exports from the EU to Jordan .
Machinery is the most Exports from the EU to Jordan whereas, food is the least .
In addition, metals are more Exports from the EU to Jordan than chemicals .
مالحظة هذه اجابة مقترحة ممكن ان تأخذ نقاط اخرى وتعمل المقارنة والتفضيل
C. Open Answer.
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Read the following text about The time we spend at school , and then in your ANSWER
A few years ago, as many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years
longer by adding up to ten extra days to the school year or by making each school day
longer by half an hour. This was because it was found that secondary school students in
the USA and the UK were spending the least time at school, with an average school year
of 187 days. The typical Jordanian school year is longer than this. However, none of these
are nearly as long as school years in countries like Japan and South Korea. South Korean
attend school for 220 days per year, and in Japan, the school year 243.
According to a study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), students in Japan, Indonesia and South Korea spend the most time studying
in the world. They want to learn as much as they can to ensure excellent exam grades.
They go to school about nine hours, although this includes optional after-school
tuition and activities. They also spend about three hours on homework every day,
which is three times as much as many other countries. Their high academic achievements
do suggest that the longer you study, the better you do in final exams.
In Finland, however, students are usually given less than half an hour of homework
per night, and they attend school for fewer and shorter days than 85% of other developed
nations. Despite this, they achieve top marks in subjects like Maths and Science.
In addition, most students also speak at least two, and often three, language
fluently. The contradictory views of the study suggest 35 that the number and length of
school days is not only factor in determining whether students will succeed at school or not
Question Number One: (20 points)
A. 1. Schools across the USA started making school years longer by two ways .Write two ways
2. There are some countries that spend the most time studying . Write down two countries
3. Students in Finland achieve top marks in two subjects . Write down these two subjects .
4. Students in Finland can be different from other developed nation .Write these differences
5. Quote sentence indicates that after school activities in Japan and SouK is not compulsory
6. Find a word in the text which means " teaching , especially in small group “
7.What does the underlined pronoun " this " refer to ?

B. Literature spot : (2 point)
Read the following from A Round The World in Eighty carefully , then answer questions
'Where there were several bungalows and workmen's cabin .The conductor ,passing
along the carriage ,shouted 'passengers will get out here !'
Where are we ? Sir France
At the hamlet of Kholby '
Do you stop here?
'Certainty. The railway isn't finished '
1) What does the underlined word mean ?
2) Why can't the train continue its journey from Kholby to Allahabad ?
Question Number Two

(16 points)

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each the
following sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
(8 points)
prepared , compromise , track record , conflict , patient
1. When you are ready for something ,you are …………………………. for it .
2. When each side change their position a little so that they can agree, they manage to.…..
3. When you can prove that you have experience , you have a ………………..……..
4. When two sides disagree and argue , there is ……………………….

B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. Write the
answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET

( 2 points)

I don’t think I'd be a very good accountant .I don’t really have a ahead for figure
What does the underlined body idiom mean ?
C. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following ( 6 points )
1. Nuts contain useful ………………………… such as oils and fats
( nutrients , nutritious , nutrition )
2. How quickly does the blood ………………………………….. round the body ?
( circulation , circulated , circulate )
3.The police are still investigating to find out if the killing was …………….………. or not.
( intention
, intend , intentional )

Question Number Three: (10 points)
A. Correct the words between brackets then write your answer down in your
1. If he ……. carefully, he would have made many mistakes. ( not, write) ( 4 points )
2. By 2025,CE our public transport system …………………………. ( change )
B. Complete each of the following sentences so that the new item has a similar meaning
to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (6 points)

1. The detective knows that the robber has left the country .
The robber ……………………………..……………………………..………………..……..

2. Eating fruits is more important than taking vitamins .
Taking vitamins ……………………….…………………………………………………….

3. How much time did you spend in Aqaba ?.
Could you tell me …………………………………………………………………………….
Question Number Four: ( 14 points )
A. Read the following situations and rewrite the sentences using the words in
brackets . Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (4 points)
1. I missed the bus because I didn’t get up early
………………………………………………………..…………………….( If , might not )
2. Oh no ! I’ve forgotten my library book . I left it at home
………………………………………………………………………………( wish )
B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . ( 10 points )
1.My sister is really good ……………………….. drawing and painting
( into , on , at . as )
2. I missed the bus . I wish I ……………………. earlier
( come , came , had come , hadn't come )
3. I have to write my essay ,…………………..?
( haven’t I , have I , don’t I , do I )
4. You should take ………….. your shoes when you get home
( up , off , for , away )
5. Our team will celebrate ……………….……….. they win the match
( as long as , if , unless , even if , provided that )

Question Number Five :
A. EDITING:

(15 point)

(4 points)

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times.You are asked to edit the following lines
that have four mistakes (one grammar mistakes , one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and correct
them. Write the correct answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
One such school has recently opened to educate fourteen- to eighteen-year-olds who had
a special interest in working in the space industry, Students follow a tialor-made
curriculum the school, including subjects such as Astronemy and Astrophysics.

B. GUIDED WRITING:

(4 points)

Read the information in the table below , and then in your ANSWER
BOOKLE write two sentences about why do students study abroad ?
Use the appropriate linking words such as : and , too , also … etc.

-

Why do students study abroad ?
increase employment prospects.
build valuable job skills
have the chance to study at top universities .
become more independent

C. FREE WRITING

(7 points)

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, Write a composition of about 120 words on ONE
of the following
.:
1. You are going to write a formal letter to a university of your choice .you are
applying for a course at university and you need to persuade the university
that you are the best candidate .
2. Write a blog post about your early memories of school . Compare it with your
experience of school in recent years .
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Question Number one ( 20 points )
اجابات النموذج الثاني
A. 1. by adding up to ten extra days to the school year or by making each school day
longer by half an hour
2. Japan, Indonesia and South Korea
3. Maths and Science
4. In Finland, students are usually given less than half an hour of homework pre night
and they attend school for fewer days than 85% of other developed nations
5. They go to school about nine hours, although this includes optional after-school
tuition and activities
6. tuition
7. 187 days
B. 1) a house with one floor 2 ) because the railway isn’t finished
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Two ( 16 points )
A. 1. prepared 2. compromise 3. track record 4) conflict
B. to have a natural mental ability for math/ numbers
C. 1) nutrients
2) circulate
3)intentional
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Three ( 10 points )
A. 1) hadn't written
2) will have been changed ( 66)الجملة من كتاب االنشطة صفحة
B. 1) is known to have left the country
2) isn't as important as eating fruits / is less important than eating fruits
3) How much time you spent in Aqaba ?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Four ( 14 points )
A. 1 ) if I had got up early , I might not have missed the bus
2) I wish I hadn't forgotten my library book
B. 1) at
2) had come
3) don't I
4) off
5) if
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Five ( 15 points )
A. 1. (Spelling: tailor / astronomy ) (Grammar: have ) ( punctuation : industry . Students )
B. There are many reasons to study abroad such as increasing employment prospects and
building valuable job skills . In addition , having the chance to study at top universities
and becoming more independent .
C. open answer
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Read the following text about Studio Schools carefully, and then in your ANSWER
BOOKLET and answer all the questions that follow
Studio schools are pioneering schools which receive funding as well as support
from private businesses, and which seek to encourage young people to undertake a less
conventional form of secondary education. These schools specialize in one specific area, whilst
understanding that the same broad range of skills and qualifications should be
made available to all young people
One such school has recently opened to educate fourteen- to eighteen-year-olds who have
a special interest in working in the space industry. Students follow a tailor-made curriculum
at the school, including subjects such as Astronomy and Astrophysics.
Lessons are a mixture of small-class tutorials, with projects supervised by leading
companies in both the space and technology industries. Prominent scientists and engineers
are brought in as guest lecturers, with students aiming to achieve top grades in their Math
and Science exams. When they leave school, they will be well-placed to take any number
of different career paths.
‘They don’t have to become astronauts!’ says a spokesperson for the school. ‘Excellent
grades in science and technology subjects can open many doors and lead to a variety
of career opportunities.’
Question Number One: (20 points)
A. 1. Space Schools teach their students special subjects related to space. Write down two subjects
2. Two group of people who are brought in as a guest lecture to teach student at space school .
Write down two of these group of people .
3. Lessons are a mixture of small-class tutorials, with projects supervised by leading companies
in two fields/projects .Write down two of these fields/projects once
4. Write down a sentence which indicate that students are not supposed to be astronauts.
5. Find a word from the text which mean “introducing new methods or idea for the first”
6. What does the underlined relative pronoun " which " refer to ?

B. Literature spot : (2 point)
Read the following from Green cornfield carefully ,then answer the question below
And as I paused to hear his song
While swift the sunny moment slid
Perhaps his mate sat listening long
And listened longer than I did
1. Quote the line which refer to anther listener apart from the poet herself
2. How do we know that the poet leaves cornfield before the skylark has stopped?
Question Number Two

(16 points)

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each the
following sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
(8 points)

get away with , vocational , have ahead for figures , diet , enthusiastic
1. If you go to bed late , you won't be ……………. your performance at school the next day.
2. Ali broke the glass , but his mother didn’t notice . He ……………………..……. .
3. I don’t think I'd be a very good accountant. I don’t really ……………………….... .
4. For higher education , students enter university , either for academic or ……..…… course

B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. Write the
answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
( 2 points)
During the flight , the stewards will serve you drink
Replace the underlined word with the correct gender-neutral words .
C. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following ( 6 points )
1 Before an exam , you must ……………. everything you've learnt
( revise , revised , revision )
2. I give the …………………… through headphones to other people at the meeting .
(translate , translated , translation )
3. If you are ………………………….. , it’s a secure and rewarding job .
(succeed , success , successful )

.

Question Number Three: (10 points)
A. Correct the words between brackets then write your answer down in your
1.We ……………….... go to school even if we’re tired ( have to )
( 4 points )
2.Two ancient pieces……………………… from the museum last night. (steal)
B. Complete each of the following sentences so that the new item has a similar meaning
to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (6 points)
1. Working in dark places is believed to be harmful tour health
people believe that …………………………………………..………………..……..
2. Where’s the post office , please ?
Do you mind ………………………………………………………………………….
3. Neither Madrid nor Barcelona are as good as Paris
Paris ………….……………………………………………………………………….
Question Number Four: ( 14 points )
A. Read the following situations and rewrite the sentences using the words in
brackets. Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (4 points)

1. I didn’t sleep better the night before the exam ,so I didn’t concentrate better.
………………………………………………………..…………………….( If , could )
2. . I regret having a bad grade in my final exam.
…………………………………………………………………………………....( wish)
B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . ( 10 points )
1.Can you translate this Arabic ………………..……. English for me please ?
( into , on , at . as )
2. I can’t do this exercise I wish …………………………… it .
( understand , understood , had understood )
3.I never told a joke ,as this may not be translated correctly ,…………..?
( don't I , didn't I , do I , did I )
4. We 'II drive past my old house . I'II …………….. to you
( point it out , point out it , point out )
5. We’ll go to your favorite restaurant on Friday …………..……. it’s closed
( as long as , when , unless , even if )

Question Number Five :
A.EDITING:

(15 point)

(4 points)

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following
that have four mistakes (one grammar mistakes , one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and correct
them. Write the correct answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
Unless you have a language degree . you will not be able to become an interbreter .
Provided that you have a postgraduate qualefication , you will probably get this job quite
quickly. If you get an interview , you would need to show that you have good listening skills.

B. GUIDED WRITING:

(4 points)

Read the information below, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a brief
CV using all the given notes below about Hisham Khatib . Use appropriate linking.
Name: Rami Ahmad
Contact details: 33 East Way , Amman
Qualification: Chemistry
Reference : Omar Mohammad , Chemistry teacher.

C. FREE WRITING

(7 points)

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, Write a composition of about 120 words on ONE
of the following
.:
1. You have seen an advertisement for a job that you would like to do . Decide
What job the advertisement is for. Write a curriculum vitae and a covering letter.
2. Write an essay agreeing or not with this quotation.
" I've learned that making a living is not the same things as making a life "
Maya Angelou (1928-2014)

T. Amer Yousef / Madaba Secondary School For Boys

اجابات النموذج الثالث

Question Number One : ( 20 points )
A. 1. Astronomy and Astrophysics.
2. scientists and engineers
3. the space and technology industries

4. ‘They don’t have to become astronauts!’ says a spokesperson for the school
5. pioneer
6. studio schools
B. 1) perhaps his mate sat listening long

2) and listened longer than I did

………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Two ( 16 points )
A. 1) enthusiastic

2) get away with

3)have ahead for figure

4) vocational

B. flight attendants
C. 1) revise

2)translation

3)successful

……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Question Number Three ( 10 points )
A. 1.have to 2. were stolen
B. 1) working in dark places is harmful tour health
2) telling me where the post office is ?
3) is better than Madrid and Barcelona
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Four ( 14 points )
A. 1) If I had slept better the night before the exam , I could have concentrated better
2) I wish I hadn't had a bad grade in my final exam
B. 1. into
2. understood
3. did I
4. Point it out
5. unless
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
Question Number Five ( 15 points )
A.1.
(Spelling: interpreter / qualification)
(Grammar: will need)
(punctuation degree , you)
B. He is Rami Ahmad and he lives in 33 East Way , Amman . In addition , he has a degree
in chemistry . Also, he encloses a recommendation letter from Omer Mohammad,
chemistry teacher .
C. open answer .
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Read the following text about My job an interpreter carefully, and then in your ANSWER
BOOKLET and answer all the questions that follow
My name is Fatima Musa and I have worked as an interpreter for five years. Many
students have emailed me about my work because they want to know what it would be like
to do my job. So here is 5 my reply.
I have always been fond of languages. My father worked in many different countries
when I was young and we usually travelled with him. When we visited a country, I always
wanted to learn the language.
At school I was very good at English. Therefore, I decided on a career as an interpreter.
My job now involves going to important conferences and seminars around the world. When
a person speaks in English at a conference, I listen to what they say through headphones. I
then translate into Arabic while the speaker is talking. I give the translation through
headphones to other people at the meeting. This means that anyone in the room who speaks
Arabic can understand what people are saying. Is it an easy job? Not at all. English is
not the same in all English-speaking countries.For example, the English words that are used
in India are sometimes different to the words that people use in the UK, the USA or Australi
As well as knowing regional English, you also need to know a lot of specialist language.
Some of the words that are used to talk about business, science or law, for example, make it
almost a different language!
Unless you have a language degree, you will not be able to become an interpreter.
Provided that you have a postgraduate qualification, you will probably get a job as an
Interpreter quite quickly. If you get an interview for a job, you will need to show that you
have good listening skills and a clear speaking voice. You will also need to show that you
can think quickly and that you are able to concentrate for long periods of time.
If you are successful, it is a secure and rewarding job. You will probably need to travel a lot,
but that is not a problem as long as you enjoy visiting other countries.
It is a very responsible job. I am aware that if I translate things badly, it could affect an
important law or trade agreement between countries. However, you get a huge feeling of
satisfaction when you know that people understand everything that you translate.
Question Number One: (20 points)
A.1. There are many challenging/difficulties facing Fatima as an interpreter? Write down two
2. According to the text, explain Fatima's role as an interpreter? Mention three roles
3. If Fatima translates things badly the interpreting could effect . Write down two of these effects
4.There are three steps/things that if you get an interview for interpreting job.Write three things
5.Qoute a sentence which shows that interpreter must have a postgraduate q to get a job quickly
6. Find a word in the text which means"an arrangement or promise to do something made by two people"
7. What does the underlined pronoun "it" refer to
8. The writer states that it is expected that students who choose to study away from home will
face many difficulties, suggest three tips to make studying abroad less challenging .

B. Literature spot : (2 point)
Read the following from Around the world in Eighty days carefully answer question
'Passepartout , who had now rejoined his master , made a wry grimace , as he thought of his
magnificent, but too frail Indian shoes .' After a moment's hesitation ,he said 'monsieur I think
I have found a means of conveyance .
1) What kind of facial expression is a wry grimace ?
2) Why did Passepartout's face show this expression ?
Question Number Two

(14 points)

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each the
following sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
(8 points)
get away with

, attributes , multitask , voluntary, make a start

1. Patience is one of the most important ……………..……..…….. in a teacher.
2. The deadline is tomorrow , and you have done anything yet. You must…………...
3. Don’t be tempted to cheat – you 'll never …………………….……….. it
4. Women seem to be able to …………………………………. better than men .
B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. Write the
answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
( 3 points)
I don't think I'd be a very good accountant . I don't really get cold feet
Replace the underlined body idiom with the correct one
C. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following(3 point
1. They attend school for fewer and shorter days than 85% of the……………… nations.
( develop , developed , development )
2. The high ………………………….… achievement do suggest that the longer you study.
( academy , academe , academic )
3. Congratulations on a very ……………………………….. business deal.
( succeed , success , successful , successfully )

Question Number Three: (12 points)
A. Correct the words between brackets then write your answer down in your
1. If I ……….…………. some experience , I might have got the job . (have ) (4 point )
2. According to reports ,hundreds of people……………in the street everyday(attack)
3. It was too hot to go the beach yesterday . If only it ……….. cooler . ( be )
B. Complete each of the following sentences so that the new item has a similar meaning
to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (6 points)
1. Scientists used to think that the earth was flat
It …………………….……………………………….……….…..………………………
2. How much sleep do teenagers of our age need ?
Do you know …………………………………………………………………….….
3. I feel ill because I ate so many sweets .
I wish ……………………………………............………………………………………..
Question Number Four: ( 14 points )
A. Read the following situations and rewrite the sentences using the words in
brackets . Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (4 points)

1. There are more cars in Amman at night than there are in Madaba.
………………………………………………………..……………………...….(as many)
2. If he doesn’t drive fast, he won’t make an accident.
…………………………………………………………………………………....( unless)
B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . ( 8 points )
1.We need to decide …………………….. a place to meet
( into , on , at . as )
2. Mr Haddad does not understand Chinese . If only he …………….…….. Chinese
( speak , spoke , had spoken )
3.Your mother and aunt come from Madaba ,…………….?
( doesn't they, don't they , didn't they , doesn't she )
4. ………………………… everyone works hard , We’ll all pass our exam
( as long as , when , provided that , even if )
C. Study the following sentence and answer the question below ( 2 points )
We were caught in traffic , therefore we missed the start of the play
What is the function of using therefore in above statement ?

Question Number Five :
A.EDITING:

(15 point)

(4 points)

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following
that have four mistakes (one grammar mistakes , one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and correct
them. Write the correct answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

My job now involve going to important conferences and saminars around the
world ? When a person speaks in English at a conference , I listen to what they say
through haedphones .

B. GUIDED WRITING:

(4 points)

You participated in a two – day – recycling project in you district . you collected old
paper, cans and glass . write a four –sentences coherent and meaningful paragraph
depending on the given information to compare your work in these two days.

DAY
DAY 1
DAY 2
C. FREE WRITING

Old paper
25%
45%

Cans
55%
20%

Glass
20%
30%

(7 points)

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, Write a composition of about 120 words on ONE
of the following
.:
1. Schools provide students with opportunities to be creative . Write an essay
describing how can school do that include the following , getting feedback
encouragement , different mental physical activities .
2. Imagine you work for a travel company that specalise in package holidays

in Jordan .First design your package holiday ,which should include a variety
of location --THE END-- Teacher : AMER YOSEF- Madaba School

Question Number One : ( 20 points )

اجابات النموذج الرابع

A. 1. 1- the English words that are used in India are sometimes different to the words that people
use in the UK, the USA or Australia
2- knowing regional English, you also need to know a lot of specialist language
2. 1- listen to what they say through headphones. I
2- translate into Arabic while the speaker is talking.
3- I give the translation through headphones to other people at the meeting
3. important law or trade agreement between countries
4. you will need to show that you have good listening skills and a clear speaking voice.
You will also need to show that you can think quickly and able to concentrate for long time
5. Provided that you have a postgraduate qualification, you will probably get a job as an
Interpreter quite quickly.
6. agreement
7. interpreting job
8. open answer
B. 1) unhappiness
2) because frail Indian shoes
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Two( 14 points )
A. 1) attributes
2) make a start
3) get away with 4) multitask
B. have a head for figure
C. developed
2) academic
3) successful
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Three( 12 points )
A. 1.had had
2. are attacked
3. had been
B. 1) used to be thought that the earth was flat
2) How much sleep teenagers of our age need ?
3) I hadn't eaten so many sweets
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Four ( 14 points )
A. 1. There aren't as many cars in Amman at night as in Madaba
2. unless he drives fast , he won't make an accidents .
B. 1. on
2. spoke
3. don't they
4. provided that
C. showing result
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Five ( 15 points )
A. 1.(Spelling: seminars / headphone ) (Grammar: involves ) (punctuation world . When )
B. In this chart , I am going to compare between two-day- recycling project .
In Day one , Cans are the most recycling project whereas, Glass is the least .
In addition, Old paper is more recycling project than glass .
In Day two , Old paper is the most recycling project whereas, Cans are the least .
In addition , Glass is more recycling project than cans .
مالحظة هذه اجابة مقترحة ممكن ان تأخذ نقاط اخرى وتعمل المقارنة والتفضيل
C. open answer .
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 المستوى الرابع/الدورة الصيفية
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. اجب عن جميع أسئلة هذه الورقة-1 :ملحوظات
)4( : وعدد الصفحات،)5( : عدد األسئلة-3

Read the following text about education in Jordan carefully, and in your ANSWER
BOOKLET and answer all the questions that follow
Our country has a high standard of education. This is mainly due to the fact that
government considers education a necessity. All schools, from kindergarten to secondary are
the responsibility of the Ministry of Education (MOE). Pre-school and kindergarten
education is optional, followed by ten years of free, compulsory education. For higher
education, students enter university, either for academic or vocational courses.
Students can attend one of ten public universities, or one of nineteen private universities. a
large number of Jordanian students choose to study at these institutions, as well as foreign
students from all over the world. These are undergraduates studying for a first degree, or
postgraduates studying for a Master’s degree, a PhD or a higher diploma.
The three universities with the most undergraduates are the University of Jordan in
Amman, Yarmouk University in Irbid and Al Balqa Applied University in Salt. These are all
public universities. An example of a newer university is the German-Jordanian University in
Amman, which was set up in 2005 CE. It is a collaboration between the MOHE and
Germany’s Federal Ministry of Education and Research, and it follows Germany’s model of
education in Applied Sciences.
For students who wish to complete their university studies while working at the same time,
it is possible in some Jordanian universities to enroll into online distance learning program the
future, this option will become available in many other universities
Question Number One: (20 points)
A. 1. The writer mentioned two types/kinds of courses that students can study at the Jordanian
universities Write down these two types of courses
2 Students can attend public and private universities as well as foreign students from all world
to get many degrees . Write down three postgraduates degrees
3. Mention three universities that have the largest number of undergraduate students.
4. Quote a sentence which indicate that the government interested of education in Jordan
5. Find a word from the text which mean “a qualification that is given when you completed course
6. What does the underlined pronoun “ it “ refer to ?

B. Literature spot : (3 point)
Read the following from Green Cornfield carefully answer questions that follow
The cornfield stretched a tender green
To right and left beside my walks
I knew he had a nest unseen
Somewhere among the million stalks

1. What does a bird do in a nest ?
2. Find a word which mean ' It's the long, upright part of plant '
3. What does the underlined pronoun ' he ' refer to ?
Question Number Two

(16 points)

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each the
following sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.(8 points)
negotiating

, come up with

, secure , came about , prominent

1. If you are successful . interpreter is a ………………………. and rewarding job .

2. As a result of these studies, sociologists have…..……….….some interesting result
3. ……………………. scientists and engineers are brought in as a guest as lectures
4. When Mr Ghanam began …….………….… , he started with the important issues
B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. Write the
answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET ( 2 points)
I need to organize my time better . I think I’II draw up a timetable
What does the underlined collocation mean ?
C. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following
1. My father works for an …………..… that helps to protect the environment ( 6 points )
( organise , organisation , organised )
2.If you work hard, I’m sure you will ……………..…………….
(success , successful , successfully , succeed )
3.I'm confused . Could you give me some ……………….…… , please
( advise
, advisable , advice )

Question Number Three: (10 points)
A. Correct the words between brackets then write your answer down in your
1. I can't come tomorrow . I ……………………………… for a job . ( interview) (4 point )
2. Provided that we …………… a car , we won't be there on time (not , have)
B. Complete each of the following sentences so that the new item has a similar meaning
to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (6 points)
1. Why should weak students in English study every day?
Could you tell me ………………….…………….…….…………..…………………………
2. Most students are believed not to be well-prepared
I believe that……………………………………………………………………………………
3. American women have higher life expectancy than Arabian women
Arabian women …………………………………….…...………………………………..…….
Question Number Four: ( 14 points )
A. Read the following situations and rewrite the sentences using the words in
brackets . Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (4 points)

1. There's less water in Al-Mojeb Dam than there is in Al-Kafrian Dam.
………………………………………………………..……………………...….(as much)
2. I had a headache yesterday , and I didn’t do well in math.
…………………………………………………………………………………....( might)
B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . ( 8 points )
1.I’d like to talk …………………… the film I’ve just seen , it was brilliant !
( into , on , at . about )
2.Ziad did not know Chinese culture . He wishes he……………a cultural course
( do , did , had done , hadn't done )
3.The keyword ……………………….. the student to answer the question ,won't it ?
( help , won’t help , will help , helps it )
4. Babies are usually happy ……………………………. they're hungry or cold
( as long as , when , provided that , unless )
C. Complete the following mini-dialogues by giving advice .
A: I would like to get a job as a teacher of English
B: …………………………………….…………………….study English at university ?

(2 points)

Question Number Five :
A.EDITING:

(15 point)

(4 points)

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following
that have four mistakes (one grammar mistakes , one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and correct
them. Write the correct answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
When I begin negotaiting , I started with the important issues , The Chinese believe in
avoiding conflict . It is always important to be patients . I was prepared to combromise
,so in the end ,the meeting was successful.

B. GUIDED WRITING:

(4 points)

Read the information in the table below , and then in your ANSWER
BOOKLE write two sentences about watching sports on TV and live Use the
appropriate linking words such as : and , too , also … etc.
Watching sports on TV
. Exciting.
. Comfortable and cheap.

C. FREE WRITING

Watching sports live
. beautiful .
. expensive and noisy.

(7 points)

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, Write a composition of about 120 words on ONE
of the following
.:
1. Student's choice of their study can affect their opportunities of career

2.Write a paragraph about how do you think your education will influence your life
after school ? What will you study ? What career would you like to have one day ?

T. Amer Yousef / Madaba Secondary School For Boys

Question Number One : (20 points)

اجابات النموذج الخامس

A. 1. academic or vocational
2 Master’s degree, a PhD or a higher diploma
3. The three universities with the most undergraduates are the University of Jordan in
Amman, Yarmouk University in Irbid and Al Balqa Applied University in Salt
4. This is mainly due to the fact that government considers education a necessity.
5. degree
6. German-Jordanian University
B. 1) lays eggs
2) stalks
3) skylark
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Two : ( 16 points )
A. 1. Secure
2. Come up with
3. Prominent
4) negotiating
B. write a schedule
C. 1) organisation
2) succeed
3) advice
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Three : ( 10 points )
A. 1. Will be being interviewed ( 66 ) جملة الكتاب صفحة
2. don't have
B. 1) Why weak students in English should study every day ?
2) Most students are not well-prepared .
3) don't have as high life expectancy as American women / have lower life expectancy than Am..
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
Question Number Four ( 14 points )
A. 1) There isn't as much water in Al-Mojeb Dam as in Al-Kafrian Dam.
2) If I hadn't had a headache yesterday , I might have done well in math .
B. 1. about
2. had done
3. Will help
4. Unless
C. why don't you
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Five ( 15 points )
A. (Spelling: negotiating / compromise ) (Grammar: began ) (punctuation issues . The )
B.Watching sports on TV is more exciting , more comfortable and cheaper .
On the other hand , Watching sports live is more beautiful , more expensive and noisier .
C. Open answer .
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Read the following text about Speaking a foreign language carefully, and in your ANSWER
BOOKLET and answer all the questions that follow.
Speaking a foreign language, it is claimed, improves the functionality of your brain
in several different ways. Learning new vocabulary and grammar rules provides the brain
with beneficial ‘exercise’, which improves memory. As well as exercising the brain,
it is thought that learning a new language also presents the brain with unique challenges.
These include recognizing different language systems and ways to communicate within
these systems. It is said that students who study foreign languages do better,on the whole,
in general tests in math, reading and vocabulary than students who have only mastered
their mother tongue
According to a study carried out by Pennsylvania State University, USA, multilingual
people are able to switch between two systems of speech, writing, and structure quite easily
It has been proved that they are also able to switch easily between completely different
tasks. One experiment required participants to operate a driving simulator while doing
separate tasks at the same time. The experiment showed that multilingual participants
were less distracted by the other tasks and therefore made fewer driving errors.
It is believed that language learning can also improve your decision-making skills. When
we speak a foreign language , you are constantly weight up subtle differences in meaning of
word or the way that an utterance is made . This process is then transferred subconsciously
to other situations in which judgment is called for , and decisions have to be made .Finally,
learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother tongue
more effectively. As you become more aware of the way that a language works, you begin
to apply it to the language that you use every day. The skills you obtain from learning
a foreign language, therefore, can make you a better speaker and writer in your own language
Question Number One: (20 points)
A. 1. Learning foreign language has many benefits . Write down three benefits
2. Speaking a foreign language, it is claimed, improves the functionality of your brain
in several different ways. Write down two ways
3. It is said that students who study foreign languages do better in general tests. Write three tests
4. Multilingual people are able to switch between two systems of speech. Write two systems
5. Find a word from the text which mean" something that is said such as a statement "
6. What does the underlined pronoun “ it “ refer to ?
7. Quote a sentence which shows that learning a foreign language improve mother tongue .

B. Literature spot : (2 point)
Read the following from Green Cornfield carefully answer questions that follow
A stage below, in gay accord
White butterflies danced on the wing
And still the singing skylark soared
And silent sank and soared to sing

1. What does the underlined word mean ?
2. Find two examples of alliterations mentioned in above lines .
Question Number Two
(14 points)
A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each the
following sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.(8 points)
memory , beneficial , circulation , get cold feet , get it off your chest

1. If you 've got a problem talk to someone about it.It helps to ……………..
2. Don't sit still for too long –move around frequently to increase your ……..
3. It's ………………. to take regular breaks when revising
4. Adnan never forgets anything ! He's got an amazing ……………….
B. Replace underlined misused verb in the sentence below with the correct one to form
the appropriate collocation . Write the answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
( 3 points )

If you are polite , you won't shake offence or upset anybody .

C. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following
1. One of the most important things that we give children is good …………
( 3 points )
(educate , educated , education , educationally
)
2.Congratuations ! Not many people ……………….. such high marks
(achieve , achievement , achieved )
3. I opened my old albums and remembered the …….…. moments I had at university.
(memory , memorize , memorable )

Question Number Three: (14 points)
A. Correct the words between brackets then write your answer down in your
1.When you mix oxygen with hydrogen , you……………………water. (get) (4 point )
2. Sign language……….….as a first language by 70 million people in the world. (use)
3. Saleem and his brother won a prize of literature last week ,…..….….….they? ( do )
4. I feel ill . I wish I ………….………….. so many sweets . ( not , eat )
B. Complete each of the following sentences so that the new item has a similar meaning
to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

(6 points)

1. They have thought that reading skills will improve your skills
Reading skills ………………….…………….…….…………..………………………
2. Could you give me a glass of water , please ?
Do you mind ………….…………………………….………………………………….….
3. Driving cars is not as dangerous as driving heavy vehicles
Driving cars ………….…………………………….…...…………………………………..
Question Number Four: ( 12 points )
A. Read the following situations and rewrite the sentences using the words in
brackets . Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (4 points)

1. I am sorry that Ahamd made an accident
………………………………………………………..…………….…. ( If only )
2. You ought to get some work experience

…………………………………………………………………….... ( don't )

B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . ( 8 points )
1.If Huda …………… ill yesterday , she wouldn't have missed the exam
( wasn't , hadn't been , hasn't been , hadn't )
2. I haven't got as much homework …………….. my brother
( so , than , as , like )
3. I couldn't climb Mount Everest ………….. someone carried my equipment for me !
( even if , as long as , provided that , when )
4. That's great idea . How did you come …………….. it
( up with , up to , up in , on with )

Question Number Five :
A.EDITING:

(15 point)

(4 points)

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following
that have four mistakes (one grammar mistakes , one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and correct
them. Write the correct answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

When I went back in the summer , I was in the selas department , My job was to
follow up wep inquiries, and send out further information to possible clients. I
enjoy it, and I wouldn’t have get that opportunity , if I hadn’t done the work.

B. GUIDED WRITING:

(4 points)

Read the information in the table below , and then in your ANSWE
BOOKLE write two sentences about how to revise for the exam ?
Use the appropriate linking words such as : and , too , also … etc.
- draw up a timetable
- change the order of the subject each day
- take frequent breaks.
- make physical exercise .
C. FREE WRITING

(7 points)

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, Write a composition of about 120 words on ONE
of the following
.:
1. Imagine you took your partner's holiday . Write a review of it
2. You are going to write a guide for students who will start Grade 12 next year
make sure you tell them what they should do to be successful , and what it
would be a good idea for them to do add any useful advice you can think of .

T. Amer Yousef / Madaba Secondary School For Boys

Question Number One ( 20 points )

اجابات النموذج السادس

A. 1) 1. improves the functionality of your brain 2. improve your decision-making skills.
3. improve your ability to use your mother tongue .
2) Learning new vocabulary and grammar rules provides the brain
with beneficial ‘exercise’, which improves memory. As well as exercising the brain,
3) math, reading and vocabulary
4) writing, and structure
5) utterance
6) the way that a language works
7) learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother tongue
more effectively
B. 1) in agreement
2) singing skylark soared / silent sank
………………………………………………………………………….………………………..
Question Number Two  ( 14 points )
A. 1) get it off your chest
2) circulation
3) beneficial
4) memory
B. cause
C. 1) education
2) achieve
3) memorable
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Three ( 14 points )
A. 1) get
2) is used
3) didn’t
4) hadn't eaten
B. 1) has been thought to improve your skills .
2) giving me a glass of water ?
3) is less dangerous than driving heavy vehicles .
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Four ( 12 points )
A. 1) If only he hadn't made an accident .
2) Why don't you get some work experience .
B. 1) hadn't been
2) as
3) . even if
4) up with
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Five ( 15 points )
A. A. (Spelling: sales /web inquiries ) (Grammar: got ) (punctuation department . My )
B. There are many ways to revise for the exam such as drawing up a timetable and changing
the order of the subject each day . In addition , taking frequent breaks and making
physical exercise .
C. Open answer .
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Read the following text about How to make sales pitch carefully, and in your ANSWER
BOOKLET and answer all the questions that follow.
Whether you’re selling a new type of toothpaste to a chain of pharmacies, the latest computer software to
a school or a new kind of package holiday to a travel agency – you need to know …

How to make a sales pitch ( unit 9 )
1- Do your research
Don't come away from a sales pitch wishing you had been better prepared. It is essential
to know everything about your product. Do you know when it was developed, and where it
is produced? You need to know who the target market is – for example, the age group
or income of the people who might buy it. Not only that, you should know all about the
competition – that is, similar products on the market. Why is your product superior to
others and why does it have better value ?In addition, you should know exactly which
people you are speaking to, and what their needs are. For example, if they represent a
middle-class department store in a humble neighborhood , be ready to explain why your
particular product would suit customers who do not have lots of money. What makes your
product perfect for them. Most of all, you need to believe in what you’re selling, and the
best way to do that is to use it!
2 Prepare and practise
Plan your presentation carefully, not just what you will say, but how you will say it.
Will you read it word by word, use notes or memorize it? Whatever you decide, it is always
good idea to have a list of your main points, in case something interrupts you, or you
simply freeze with nerves (it happens!). Then practise it, if possible in front of colleagues.
Make changes and practise it again.
3 Be professional
Keep your presentation short and simple. Start with some friendly comments. For example,
thank your hosts for allowing you to speak to them, and compliment their company.
Remember to speak slowly and clearly. It is important to appear confident (even if you’re
nervous!).While you speaking, don’t keep your head down. Instead, look round the room
and make eye contact with your audience. Smile! When you’ve finished speaking, invite
questions. If you don’t know the answers, don’t pretend! Thank the questioner and promise
to find out the answer (and do it!). Finally, have a summary of your presentation ready
to hand out at the end of the session.
Question Number One: (20 points)
A. 1.The writer mentioned some tips for effective presentation to be professional .Write four tips
2.There are many things you should know about your product . Write down these three things
3.Quote the sentence which indicates that the best way to believe in what you’re selling
is to use it
4.What does the underlined pronoun ' them ' refer to ?
5.Find a word from the text which mean ' a set of people of similar age '

B. Literature spot : (3 point)
Read the following from Around the world in eighty days carefully answer questions
'The elephant , which was reared , not to be animal that merely carried things around. But
for warlike purpose , was half-domesticated .Happily , however for Mr fogg ,the animal
instruction in this direction ,had gone far ,and the elephant still preserved his natural
gentleness .Kiouni-this was the name of the elephant'
1.Why did the Indian man decided to rear on elephant ?
2. How do we know that the elephant is not aggressive ?
3.What was the name of the elephant ?
Question Number Two
(14 points)
A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each the
following sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.(8 points)
offence

, seminars , adaptable , prospects, agreement

1. Jordan has more free trade ……………..… than any other Arab countries .
2. Most university teaching is done in groups , called ……………. , in which all
students discuss the subjects freely .
3. If you are polite , you won't cause ………..……… or upset anybody .
4. Students must be flexible and ………... to ever-changing schedules and situation
B. Replace the underlined misused collocation in the following sentence with the
correct one . Write the answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET

I need to organize my time better . I think I'II do exercise

( 3 points )

C. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following ( 3 p )
1. One such school has recently opened to ……………….. fourteen – to eighteen years.
(education , educated , educate)
2. Most students also speak at least two and offer three languages ………………..
(fluent , fluency , fluently )
3. Before you apply for a job, check that you have the correct ……..…………………
( qualify , qualified , qualifications )

Question Number Three: (14 points)
A. Correct the words between brackets then write your answer down in your
1.. If you…………………… for a long time , you become hungry .( not , eat )

(8 point )

2. When you finished your homework, the cake ………..……………. ( eat )
3. Mohammad never likes to go to Amman on Friday ,…………….? ( do )
4 .Ali did not pass his exams . If only he …………………..…. harder last year. ( study )

B. Complete each of the following sentences so that the new item has a similar meaning
to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

(6 points)

1. The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice
The least ………………….…………………….…….…………..………………………
2. Could you explain the best way to revise ?
I wonder ………………………………….………………………………….….
3. Teachers don't believe that students are working very hard during exam
Students ………….…………………………….…...…………………………………..
Question Number Four: ( 12 points )
A. Read the following situations and rewrite the sentences using the words in
brackets . Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (4 points)

1. Sami didn't take piano lessons when he was a child ,so he felt sorry
………………………………………………………..…………….…. ( wish )
2. You should do a lot of research

………………………………………………………………….... ( would )

B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . ( 8 points )
1) I will take the job offer ………..….it's part-time – I haven't finished my university studies yet
( as long as , when , even if , unless , provided that )
2) Which words did you need to look ………………. in a dictionary .
( up , into , over )
3) The teacher asked us ………………. our favorite books.
( as , at , about , into )
4) We practise our English ………….……….. possible.
( as much as , as many as , as often as )

Question Number Five :
A.EDITING:

(15 point)

(4 points)

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following
that have four mistakes (one grammar mistakes , one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistake) . Find out these four mistakes and correct
them. Write the correct answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

It would like to apply for the position of researcher at your pharmaseutical
company , As can be seen from the enclosed curricelum vitae that I had a degree in
chemistry . Furthermore, I have worked as a shop assistant

B. GUIDED WRITING:

(4 points)

Read the information in the table below , and then in your ANSWE
BOOKLE write two sentences about What one can do in a free time ?
Use the appropriate linking words such as : and , too , also … etc.

-

What one can do in a free time?
visit culture locations .
exercise and playing a sport.
go shopping .
spend time with friends.

C. FREE WRITING

(7 points)

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, Write a composition of about 120 words on ONE
of the following
.:
1. Imagine that you have just joined a space school . Write an email to your friend
telling him or her what it is like to study there .
2. Write a paragraph about how do you think your education will influence your life
after school ? What will you study ? What career would you like to have one day ?

T. Amer Yousef / Madaba Secondary School For Boys

Question Number One ( 20 points )

اجابات النموذج السابع

A. 1) Keep your presentation short and simple. Start with some friendly comments. For
example, thank your hosts for allowing you to speak to them, and compliment their
company. Remember to speak slowly and clearly. It is important to appear confident
While you’re speaking, don’t keep your head down.
2)1- you should know all about the competition – that is, similar products on the market
2- you should know exactly which people you are speaking to, and what their needs are
3- You need to know who the target market is – for example, the age group
or income of the people who might buy
3) Most of all, you need to believe in what you’re selling, and the best way to do that is to use it!
4) customers
5) age group
B. 1) for warlike purpose 2)the elephant still preserved his natural gentleness 3) Kiouni
………………………………………………………………………….………………………..
Question Number Two ( 14 points )
A. 1) agreement
2) seminars
3) offence
4) adaptable
B. draw up a timetable
C. 1) educate
2) fluently
3) qualifications
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Three ( 14 points )
A. 1) don't eat
2) had been eaten
3) does he
4) had studied
B. 1) expensive thing on menu is orange juice
2) if you could explain the best way to revise ?
3) aren't believed to be working very hard during exam
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Four ( 12 points )
A. 1) Sami wishes he had taken piano lessons when he was a child .
2) If I were you , I would do a lot of research .
B. 1) provided that
2) up
3) about
4) as often as
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question Number Five  ( 15 points )
A (Spelling: pharmaceutical/ curriculum) (Grammar: have a degree )(punctuation . As )
B. There are many things that one can do in a free time such as visiting culture locations
and exercising and playing a sport .Also, going shopping and spending time with friends
C. Open answer

" تم بحمد هللا "
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